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Introduction 
 
As already analyzed in the attacking volume, 1-4-3-3 team formation is usually set-up with 3 players 
lines and with a balanced spread of them over the pitch, shaping ‘triangles’ and creating good 
conditions for possession and attacking style of play, and also for little group defense phase of the 
players near the ball, as these triangles help the pressure, coverage and balance actions, once the ball is 
lost. In this first example, the opposition defender anticipates the CF of the possession team, but the 
defense triangle is already shaped: CF can press the new ball carrier immediately, the winger retreats 
back to close the nearest passing lane and the LCM is already placed to provide balance.  
 

 
 

In this second example, the CF closes the nearest passing lane toward the center, the winger presses the 
new ball carrier quickly and the LCM is again already placed to provide balance. 
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Despite having many points of strength, 1-4-3-3 can be vulnerable, moreover along the flanks, as 
instance if both fullbacks push up, leaving a 3 man back line without a proper preventive coverage and 
it can be vulnerable to counter attacks as well, in case of lack of cohesion among the players in case of 
loss possession.  
 
These are the main critical points when a team is out of possession: 

• Opposition can exploit spaces along the wings if one of the midfielders or wide forwards 
doesn’t support the fullbacks, as they risk being overloaded by the opposition. 

• Vulnerable to the counterattack as many of the 1-4-3-3 teams pushes up to the halfway line, 
there is a lot of space left behind the defense. This leaves the team open to the counterattacks; 
the deep spaces behind the last line must be covered with the right reaction time. 

• Switches of side are very dangerous, as the midfielders must close down the opponents in 
possession and potential receivers on one side of the pitch, and if the opposition is able to cross 
the field and to build up play along the opposite flank, the defending team must be very quick in 
covering the weak side, probably losing yards on the field.  

• A potential lack of midfield cohesion may expose the team to opposition quick open play, 
as instance, if the holding midfielder doesn't cover the fullbacks enough or if he doesn't get over 
effectively and quickly enough, the opposition may exploit the created spaces can take 
advantage of. If the other two midfielders don't help the holding midfielder, the opponents 
could outnumber him. 
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• The team may be unbalanced as wide forwards, the midfielders and the center backs must 
cover the various gaps that the attacking shape leaves, they must move across the field as a team 
and as a unit; the players often run out of position to cover these spaces. 

• Pressure requires great fitness skills to have no problem covering spaces that the opposition 
aim to exploit, if the pressure phase is not effective and the wrong timing of action lead to 
mistakes and open gaps. 

 
It's interesting to look at how 2 of the best teams in the world try to fix these potential issues, using 2 
different defense shape and movements on the field.  
 
Manchester City is often shape like this picture, when in possession inside the opposition half: 
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And these are the main transitions movements to cover the flanks and to avoid the opposition counter 
attacks, taking into consideration the recurrent inverted fullbacks tactics of Guardiola's Man City. CB, 
CM and W press the first receiver, the midfield sector, provide coverage of space and of passing lanes 
and the opposite FB and CB from the ball position provide balance at the back, to avoid deep passes 
and switches of side. 
 

 
 
On the other side, this is Liverpool attacking shape inside the opposition half: 
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And these are the main transitions movements to cover the flanks and to avoid the opposition counter 
attacks, taking into consideration the advanced fullbacks and counter-pressing tactics of Klopp's 
Liverpool. The W and the CM who are placed inside the ball area press the first ball carrier and the CB 
and FB, while retreating, press the second potential receiver of the opposition. The CF and CM covers 
the space, the nearest passing lanes and potential switches of side. The opposite FB and CB provide 
balance, retreating back.  
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Basic principles of play without the ball  
 
Pressure – When possession is lost the nearest player(s) try to regain the ball or to delay the opposition 
attack, applying pressure on the ball; the farther player(s) help this action by making recovery runs to 
deny the opponents the chance to play forward quickly.  
Pressure phase can be divided into 3 different actions: 

• Counter-pressing: it is the pressure around the ball during the transitions to defend phase of 
play, just after the loss of possession, to try to force the opposition toward a specific area, to 
win the ball back as soon as possible.  

• Aggressive pressure: it is the pressure phase of the defending team, when the opposition has 
already made the possession safe, to force the direction of play backward or sideward, denying 
time and space and, if possible, to win the ball back directly or after a wrong choice of an 
opponent.  

• Positional pressure: basically it is the closure of passing lanes to the opposition to force 
mistakes or direct the attacking phase toward a specific area of the field, where a defence 
numerical advantage can be exploited to put aggressive pressure. In this case, as the definition 
suggests, the positions of the players on the field is very important to ensure coverage and 
balance to not create gaps into the defence shape. 

 
Again, Manchester City and Liverpool are significant examples of how to press the opponents. 
Liverpool positional pressure against Man City building up phase; Firmino, Salah and Manè are not 
pressing the opposition goalkeeper or center backs, but they are placed along the passing lanes toward 
the advanced midfielders and screening the center midfielder. 
 

 
 
Man City positional pressure against Liverpool building up; this is another example of positional 
pressure, as all Liverpool potential receiver wouldn't have a safe option after the reception because 
Sterling, Aguero, Bernardo Silva and Sanè are screening all the forward passing solutions. Alisson is 
then forced to play a long pass to overcome the line of pressure.  
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Manchester City aggressive pressure against Liverpool playing out phase; Lovren, the reds center backs 
in possession if forced outside due to a pressing opponent at his back, who prevent him from passing 
back to the goalkeeper. The first and easiest passing option, Arnold, is pressurized by Sanè and 
Wijnaldum and Henderson are not safe options... 
 

 
 
...Lovren tries to pass forward along the flank, where Wijnladum has run to; but Man City aim to 
exploit the equal 5 v 5 duel situation on the attacking left side of the final third. 
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The different objectives of Liverpool and Man City pressure against the opposition build up phase 
starts to be very clear: 
 

A. Liverpool aims to close forwards passing lanes, screening the potential receiver 
B. Manchester City aims to create situations with equal number of players and to close down the 

opposition inside the ball area, preventing him from playing out or switching the side. 
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Liverpool positional pressure against Man City playing out phase; here again Kompany, Man City 
center back, has the possession, Firmino is screening the center midfielder, Salah and Manè are placed 
to defend the half-spaces to avoid any forward passing options (Salah is trying to force the direction of 
play toward the right side. Henderson is closing the center spaces in the middle third and Milner and 
Wijnaldum is man-marking the City advanced midfielders Bernardo Silva and David Silva. Even if a 6 
v 6 situation can be noticed, to equalize the situation is not the main objective; the very first aim is to 
force the opposition possession phase and to prevent the move progression. 
 

 
 
Man City aggressive pressure against Liverpool possession phase 
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Liverpool aggressive pressure against Man City possession phase; only when the opponents are forced 
wide, the pressure phase becomes aggressive and only with the nearest player to the ball (Firmino); the 
other nearer players close the passing options to the ball carrier (Salah is ready to intercept a back pass 
to Kompany and Arnold is ready to win the ball while travelling to Sanè. Man City center midfielder 
may be free to receive, but he could be pressurized as well; Manè and Milner are ready to cover any 
switch of side, after providing balance in the center. 

 

 
 

Delay – The defender(s) forces the attacking team to slow down the rhythm so that the defense phase 
can be organized; it's very important that to not being overcome easily, as the time for the team to 
organize the defense shape is shortened. The most famous example of 1-4-3-3 delaying tactic is the 
Barcelona 6" rule under Pep Guardiola reign.  
 
The goal was to increase the speed in regaining the possession (within 6") through high intensity 
pressure after loosing the ball, preventing the opponents from counter attacking and winning the ball 
back with them out of positions. The nearest players ran forward and toward the first opponent in 
possession and the rest of the team moved closer together to organize and shape the defensive phase. 
If it wasn't possible to win the ball back, the possession phase of the opponents was anyway delayed 
and the compact positioning prevented them from being dangerous just after the recovery of 
possession. 
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In this example Messi lost possession... 
 

 
 

...But the narrow distances among Barcelona player allowed to counter-press the first opposition 
receiver, to prevent any progression of transition to attack phase. 

 

 
 

Again, the new attempt to play forward of the opponents, after a back pass, is defended pressing high; 
Barcelona had 8 players inside the attacking half, in this situation... 
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...Winning the ball back temporarily, with 7 players ready to attack from high positions... 
 

 
 

...And even if the opponents won the ball again, the goalkeeper was forced to play a long kick, because 
of the pressure of Barcelona players in the final third that prevented them from creating a proper 
attacking shape, as 8 field players had to manage the transition phases inside the first third. 
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This way, the back line could cover the depth remaining placed high on the field, with numerical 
advantage at the back. 

 

 
 
Depth –The immediate organization behind the pressuring defender(s), where all the other 
predetermined players should recover into defensive positions to support the teammates in case they are 
beaten. This is what is called "providing defensive cover".  
 
Liverpool 2018/2019 is a great example of this principle: the front 3 (Manè, Firmino and Salah) are 
pressing the opposition building up phase in the final third together with a fourth teammate 
(Wjinaldum), who's coming from the middle third, but 3 players are covering the middle third behind 
the pressing lines (Fabinho, Robertson who pushed up and Henderson on the right). 
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Even the pressure actions are overcome, the center backs are providing depth coverage at the back, 
accepting a 2 v 2 duel... 
 

 
 
...delaying the opposition counter-attack and waiting for advanced lines retreating runs (Arnold 
diagonal run closes the goal space to the ball carrier and Matip is covering the nearest passing option 
toward the incoming teammate of the opponent with possession... 
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...And winning the ball back, exploiting the poor attacking shape of the opposition 
 

 
 
In this situation, where Liverpool is forced to defend the final third in the center, a line of 5 ensure the 
depth and box coverage behind the pressure line of 4 players; an opponent is placed between the lines, 
but the huge numerical advantage (5 v 1 +1) at the back would allow one player to push up and counter 
him, if he received a pass. 
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In this further example, there is a higher risk at the back, as Liverpool must face a 4 v 4 duel at the 
back, with 2 opponents between the lines.   
 

 
 
The timing of depth coverage and of double marking against the ball carrier become the keys to limit 
the danger in the first third; Van Dijk counters the ball carrier and Robertson doubles the mark against 
him to force the direction of play outside. 
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Balance – When the team overload the area of the ball, defenders away from the ball or in the opposite 
side of field must position themselves to cover the spaces (central areas or weak sides) to prevent 
penetrating runs into these spaces where the opponents may receive a pass. This is what it is meant 
with "provide balance to the defense". Liverpool and Manchester City are again 2 interesting examples 
of how to provide balance at the back. 
 
Liverpool really overloads the ball area only when the opposition plays down the sideline, creating a 
strong side (4 v 3) on the ball, but always placing a man who could be able to pressurize the first 
potential receiver along the weak side (Robertson on the left in the picture). 
 

 
 
And if the opposition plays backward to switch the side, the defense shape remains organized and 
everyone look to protect the own field area. 
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Liverpool 1-4-3-3 inside the defense half is very clear; all the center passing lanes are covered and the 
only possible safe options for opposition are wide passes. 
 

 
 
Compactness – While the defending team is retreating back toward the goal to organize the defense 
phase, time and space for the opponent must be limited, concentrating their defense all around the area 
of the ball. Defenders also recover centrally towards their goal in order to limit the opponents’ ability to 
directly attack the goal. 
 
Compactness and balance are strictly related in Manchester City defensive phase, as the numerical 
advantage around the ball is always the first objective and the creation of a really strong side on the 
field is the consequence. If Liverpool consider balance as the coverage of the space, for Manchester 
City balance is to place players who are able to close any passing lanes out of the pressure area, 
creating a compact defense block. 
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In these net 2 pictures, the opposition is able to play out from the pressure area. 
 
In this first pictures compactness is ensured inside the box through a 3 v 1 duel against the opposition 
forward.  
 

 
 
In this second one, the opposition is able to exploit the weak side of Man City defense shape and the 
whole team must retreat back toward the goal, losing yards on the field. The left fullback Zichenko 
covers the space toward the goal, forcing the opponents out wide... 
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...And compactness is again obtained inside the box, as the opposition forwards are man-marked, 2 
more player are able to rebound a cross pass and 2 more could be easily win defensive second times of 
the ball, just out of the penalty area. 
 

 
 
Liverpool shows a different interpretation of compactness; as we already analyzed, pressure phases are 
very strong only when the opponents are playing along the sidelines (all the opposition forward passing 
option are pressurized by Arnold and Fabinho and all the potential passing paths toward the center are 
covered by Firmino and Wijnaldum). 
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When the pressing lines are overcome, as in this example, Liverpool retreats the positions in with very 
classic runs toward the goal, as in this example, where the defenders (Matip, Van Dijk and Robertson) 
are outnumbered against the 4 opposition forwards. 
 

 
 
Compactness is again regained inside the box and Robertson can win the ball back inside the left first 
third, just out of the 18 y box. 
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The compact 4-3-3 defense shape that can be noticed in this next picture, shows a mistake on the left 
side; the back 4 line is forced to stay placed along the right side to equalize the duel against 4 
opposition forward. 
 
As we analyzed above, the creation of a strong side around the ball is not Reds first aim, when playing 
inside the defending half. 
 

 
 
Manè is clearly on late in covering the weak side and the wide opponent along the left, as it would be 
requested by the balance principle we talked about before. 
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Control and Restraint – The players should pay attention to play under control, when challenging for 
the ball, to not make poorly timed or off-balanced attempts; otherwise, they should restrain from 
tackling until they are sure to recover the possession. 
 
Manchester City tackling situations are used when the pressure areas are overcome and the opponents 
could play forward through free spaces without coverage; this means that they are used to block the 
opposition possession phases when the team is unbalanced. 
 
In this first example, Fernandinho tackles Pogba, who could have exploit the spaces inside the defense 
half and with a dangerous 1 v 1 situation at the back. 
 

 
 
In this second situation, Zichenko tackles to opponents, who could have dribble the ball up the pitch 
along the defense left flank. 
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Even if the attempt was not successful and the opponent's action was not blocked, the defensive action 
was useful to delay the ball carrier and to cause a bad ball touch that allow City midfielders to retreat 
back and to close the space. 
 

 
 
Liverpool shows a different idea about tackling situations; tackles attempts are made only if the team is 
balanced behind the player who tries to win the ball back. 
 
In this first example, Henderson attempts a tackle, inside the attacking half, and Fabinho covers the 
center space behind him to ensure a new pressure action against the opposition ball carrier. 
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In this second example, Fabinho attempts a tackle against a double marked opponent and with the 
center backs who are covering the space in front of the box. 
 

 
 
This move explains the concept very clearly; a tackle attempt is made in the middle third, but it's not 
successful... 
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...But even if the opposition could play forward, the left fullback Robertson is ready to counter the 
opponent, providing balance and coverage behind the midfield line. The tackle attempt hasn't opened 
any space behind the ball area. 
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Transitions to defend and key defending principles 
 
As 1-4-3-3 is basically an attacking team shape, it is important to apply immediate pressure against the 
opposition and moreover against the first player in possession before he can get his head up to dribble 
or to pass forward, as the ball is lost; the player who lost the possession and one more close to the area 
around the ball, should react immediately. All the other players should mark the potential receivers, 
anticipating their positioning and movements and closing the further passing lanes. 
 

 
 
These defensive movements must be carried out with the correct timing as player to be coordinated as 
team, at an high intensity and speed to be sure that the opposition is unable to exploit the team’s lack of 
balance and to play fast counter attacks. Transitions to defend are then the moments just after the loss 
of possession and each area of the field require different "defending behaviors".  
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These are the most important "defense behaviors": 
• Restore the planned defense formation if the transitions to defend phase doesn't allow to win the 

ball back 
• Maintain the structure and the organization of the defense lines and keep opponents away from 

own goal  
• Every player is responsible for own zone: 
• Horizontal take over: pass players on in case of switching opponents (width of pitch) 
• Vertical take over: pass players on in case of overlapping opponents (depth of pitch) 
• Team compactness with short distances between lines and players inside the first third 
• Defense pressure by the whole team, forcing the opponent to play wide or back or lose the ball 
• Players to always coach the players in front of them (help your team mate) 

 
But if the pressure against the first ball carrier of the opposition can be considered as a general main 
principle, counter-pressing becomes the most important defense weapon for the team that lost the 
possession, moreover for an attacking style of play, as the 1-4-3-3 is. 
 
Here's an example of Liverpool counter-pressing  
 
Henderson tries to play out from a pressure area (he is in a potential 1 v 3 situation), attempting a pass 
toward Shaqiri... 
 

 
 

...Barcelona holding midfielder Busquets intercepts the ball and Shaqiri immediately counters him... 
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...Liverpool holding midfielder Fabinho put pressure against Barcelona second ball carrier... 
 

 
 

...If the opponents are able to maintain the possession, only the nearest player to the ball (Origi in this 
situation) put pressure, while the other player stay placed behind the ball area to close forward passing 
lanes... 
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...Manè acts the same way, and Barcelona right fullback is forced to pass backward... 
 

 
 

...The combination between 1 v 1 pressure against the opposition ball carrier and the closure of passing 
lanes through positional pressure force a long kick... 
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...And the depth is properly covered with a 3 v 1 duel, as the whole opposition team has been forced 
backward inside the defensive half through the combination of individual counter-pressing and 
positional pressure. 
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Here's an example of Manchester City more aggressive counter-pressing actions. 
 
Bernardo Silva tries to play forward and out of the overload area on the right side of the middle third... 
 

 
 
...But the pass is too long and the opposition defense can win the ball; as he first ball carrier receives, 
all the City players near the ball run forward to press and prevent him from playing into the middle 
third (Aguero, David Silva and Sterling)... 
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...Every single player is under pressure and involved in a 1 v 1 duel, even after a switch of side 
(Sterling in pressing the opposition right center back here)... 

 

 
 

...And Zichenko counters the opposition right full back, tackling him while controlling the ball... 
 

 
 

(if Liverpool aims to keep a defensive shape behind the first pressing player, Manchester City 
defensive phase doesn't take into consideration the team shape in the same way, as the pressure against 
all the ball carriers is the first objective)  
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...The recovery of possession is always the main aim of Man City (Sterling saves the possession, 
passing the ball toward the nearest teammate and easiest option)... 

 

 
 

...An holding midfielder (Fernandinho here) is always just out of the overload area to ensure support, 
during transitions to attack... 
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...As City tries always to stay placed high on the pitch, there are often several options to attack again 
just after few touches from the ball recovery (Zichenko, who countered the last opposition ball carrier 
of the opposition, can receive out wide and play forward; 6 City players are already placed inside the 
attacking half). 
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Players’ roles and responsibilities 
 
Goalkeeper: 

• Direct the defense line while the team is attacking  
• Direct the defense positioning of the team when is defending inside the first third  
• Awareness to support the team when it's positioned high on the field 

 

 
 

• Positioning inside the box and to cover the goal 
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Fullbacks: 
• Correct zonal positioning, making the field small, pushing inside and covering the spaces in a 4 

back line or in a preventive 3 back line while the team is attacking 
 

 
 
• Man on man marking skills, both pushing up, tracking the opponent and retreating back 
• Positioning to intercept passes and to block crosses 
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Center backs 
• Correct zonal positioning, making the field small, pushing inside and covering the spaces in a 4 

back line or in a preventive 3 back line, while the team is attacking, together with the 
center midfielder 

 

 
 
• Man on man marking skills, both pushing up, tracking the opponent and retreating back 
• Cover each other (diagonal covering) 
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• Able to decide: 
A. Run up to mark the opponent or provide coverage while the team is attacking 
B. Move to anticipate the opponents or to intercept passes when the opposition wins the ball 
C. Stay positioned inside the assigned pitch area 

 

 
  

Center midfielder (lower pivot): 
• Always positioned ‘behind the ball’ 
• Closure of gaps that may be created due to attacking shapes and developments 
• Covers the centre spaces of midfield area, always providing balance, substituting a center back, 

in case he is out of position or he has shifted wider to close a space  
• Prevent the opposition midfielders from moving into the final third 
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• Replace the positions of the center back, fullbacks or other teammates when they are out of 
defensive positions 

• Screen the paths to the opposition strikers and the passing lanes toward them 
 

 
 
Advanced midfielder(s): 

• Direct the opposition building up phase toward the flanks or force long ball 
• Support the pressure phase throughout the final third 
• Close passing lanes from the opposition defense lines to the midfield 
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• Retreat back to support the defense phase in the middle third 
• Help the creation of numerical advantage around the ball 
• Prevent the opposition defenders from moving into the midfield 

 

 
 
Outside midfielders: 

• Connected with center midfielder to shape a ‘block’ or a "line" in the midfield 
• Direct the opposition building up phase and possession phase toward the flanks or force long 

ball 
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• Close passing lanes from the opposition defense lines to the midfield 
• Support the pressure phase throughout the middle third 
• Cover the outer midfield areas 
• Retreat back to support the defense phase in the middle third 
• Help the creation of numerical advantage around the ball 

 

 
 
Wingers: 

• Support the pressure phase and force the opposition building up phase out or a long pass  
• Delay the opposition building up phase when outnumbered 
• Close passing lanes from the opposition defense lines to the center area of the midfield 
• Retreat position to track the opposition fullbacks and to help the defending fullbacks 
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Forward: 

• First pressing player against opposition defenders and moreover against the center backs, 
starting the team pressure phase 

• Direct the opposition building up phase toward a precise field area, pressing one specific 
opponent or force goalkeeper long kicks 

• Double the teammates (wingers) pressing actions to create 2 v 1 duels against the opposition 
ball carrier 
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1-4-3-3 defense shapes 
 
The 1-4-5-1 could be considered as the most common defense shape of the 1-4-3-3; but this is true only 
on paper and only considering the retreating movements of the fullbacks, joining the center backs and 
of the wingers joining the 3 midfielders, who are also retreating back. 
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Liverpool main defense shapes seems to be quite near those we just talked about:  
 

• 3 - 3 against the opposition building up phase 
 

 
 

• 3 + 1 - 3 to make the pressure phase more aggressive (1 midfielder joining the advanced line) 
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• 3 - 3 lines with 2 support players at the back to provide balance and coverage at the back 
 

 
 

• 4 - 3 - 3 to cover the field, if the pressure phase hasn't been successful 
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• 4 - 5 - 1 to prevent the opposition from playing between the lines 
 

 
 

• Back to 4 - 3 - 3 if there is the chance to go back pressing the opposition possession phase 
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• 4 - 4 - 2 (from 4 - 5 - 1, as Manè forced the opponent in possession backward from the left 
flank) 

 

 
 

• 4 - 5 - 1 to save the final third, if the opposition is able to progress the move forward 
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Manchester City main defense shapes do not follow any specific system, but there are 2 main principles 
of play: 
 

• Individual pressure against the opponents inside the opposition half (3 v 3) 
 

 
 

• Numerical advantage near the ball (4 v 3) 
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• 3 + 1 v 2 (3 v 1 in the center) 
 

 
 

• 4 v 2 near the ball (5 v 2 in the center) 
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• Even inside the final third, despite the coverage of the box become important (3 v 1 just out of 
it), these principles are always the keys to shape the team (4 v 4 near the ball) 

 

 
 

• 4 v 3 near the ball (3 v 1 in the center) 
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• 3 v 1 near the ball and 4 v 2 out of the 18 y box 
 

 
 

• 4 v 2 along the 18 y box and 1 v 1 on the ball to counter a shot attempt 
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• 2 v 2 near the ball to force the opposition attack out wide and huge numerical advantage in the 
center 

 

 
 

• 3 v 2  (5 v 3) near the ball to prevent any passing option toward the center ( 3 v 1 inside the 
box) 
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• To force a finishing solution to the opposition  
 

 




